
Pacific' from Green Leaf Enterprises. This is an outstanding, upright
blue flowering plant. It did well in containers and in the garden. It
looks like a small delphinium from a distance and begins to flower
in mid-June and continues flowering all season.

No new or old plant can seem to beat Pleasant View Gardens
Argyranthemum frutescens 'Butterfly Cobbitty Daisy' a true proven
winner. It produces a multitude of yellow daisy flowers from planti
ng until frost on a healthy compact upright plant. It consistently
rates best of the trial.

Ecke's Liricashowers (Calibrachoa hybrid) that have masses of
cascading petunia-like flowers and come in many colors. It was an
excellent performer most of the year, but I tended to see some dis
ease dieback late in the season.

Green Leaf Enterprises white, pink and bicolor 'Giant Radiance'
portulaca continues to perform very well. It's large flowers give an
excellent display.

Sweet Potato 'Marguerite' with its bright golden-yellow leaves, is
a true winner, high vigor, no diseases and outgrows any insect dam
age. It is being used as a ground cover in beds as well as in baskets.

Growers may also find information at the garden web site located
at: http://garden.cas.psu.edu

Ifyou would like a hard copy of the trial results, please send
$10.00 to cover copy and postage costs to: The Penn State Flower
Trials, 102 Tyson, University Park, PA 16802.

Scheduling
the 1999 Easter Lily Crop

Richard J. McAvoy
Associate Professor and Extension Specialist

Greenhouse Crops.

In the El Nino year of 1998, growers
across the nation experienced

abnormal weather conditions. In the northeast, abnormally high
light and high temperature conditions started in winter and contin
ued on into early spring. As a result, the lily crop came in too tall
and too early for many growers. Ifwe experience the opposite con
ditions in 1999with a La Nina year, growers may well find them
selves struggling to keep up. And there will be not as much time to
spare this year since Easter falls on April 4 in 1999.Easter holidays
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was also one of the bottom three color preferences for a larger
percentage of respondents than orange or dark pink. Fewrespon
dents indicated that dark pink was in either their top or bottom
three color preferences. What this suggests is that people like
either lavender flowers or they don't, but that dark pink is pretty
much all right with everyone.

Leaf Color

Survey participants
showed a definite prefer
ence for leaves with

some color in addition to

green. Leaves with a
dark green upper surface
and red lower surface, or
leaves with red upper
and lower surfaces were

preferred by almost two
thirds of the survey par
ticipants, and variegated
leaves were preferred over plain green leaves (Table2).There was
no significant difference in preference between leaves with a dark
green upper surface and red lower surface and leaves with red
upper and lower surfaces. Solidgreen leaves were the least pre
ferred of the four surveyed leaf colors.

Summary and Conclusion
The consumers participating in this study preferred NewGuinea

impatiens with colored leaves and bicolor and darker, saturated,
solid flower colors, like red and red-violet. There seems to be a gen
eral agreement that red flowers appeal to many potential flower
purchasers. Red flower color has been preferred in studies with cut
roses, cut carnations, geraniums, and poinsettia (Behe,1993).The

strong preference shown by
survey respondents for bicolor
New Guinea impatiens flowers
also finds some precedent in
studies done with cut flowers.
Cut flower bunches made up of
nonhomogeneous colors are
more appealing to potential
consumers than homogeneous
colored bunches (Robertson
and Chatfield, 1981).

Table 3.Agesandparticipants indicating
a New Guinea impatienspurchase in the
last two years.

Ages of % Making % of Total
Respondent Purchase Respondents in

Age Bracket

60+ 57.1 19.7
50-60 61.1 25.4

30-40 33.3 16.9

40-50 57.9 26.8
20-30 25 5.6
<20 25 5.6
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Table2. Leaf color preferences ofpotential consumers of
New Guinea impatiens. Differences in preference forall
comparisons except green upper/red lower vs. red upper
and lower were significant by Chisquare at the 5%level.

Leaf color

Comparisons
Representative

Cultivars

Percent

Respondents
Indicating
Preference

Variegated
Green upper/Red lower

Aglia
Bonaire

38%

62%

Variegated
Red upper and lower

Aglia
Kalima

31%

68%

Variegated
Green

Aglia
Dark Delias

57%

43%

Green upper/red lower
Red upper and lower

Bonaire

Kalima

52%

48%

Green upper/red lower
Green

Bonaire

Dark Delias

69%

31%

Red upper and lower
Green

Kalima

Dark Delias

77%

23%

Flower Color Ratings
Survey participants preferred darker, more saturated flower col

ors, such as red-violet or red, and bicolor flowers. The most strong
lypreferred solid flower colorwas red-violet. The most preferred
bicolor was the purple star. Thesewere followed byred,dark pink,
orange, lavender, salmon, white, light lavender, pinkand blush. The
resultsof the surveyare summarized in Table 1.Thistable presents
the averageratingand the distributionof ratings in three cate
gories. The average provides a general idea ofhow people feel
about this color. The distribution provides relative information
about how many people strongly like a color (% respondents rank
ing it from 1-3), are more or lessneutral on the color(ranking 4-7)
or don't carefor thecolor (ranking 8-10). For example, the average
ratingfor the red-violet cultivar was 3.3 and 62% of the survey
respondents selected this color as one of their top three color
choices. Only9% of the survey participants placed this color in
their bottom three colorchoices. Incontrast, dark pink, orange,
and lavender all had similar average ratings, but the specific rank
assigned by survey participants varied by color. Lavender was
one of the top three color preference choices for 42%, compared
to 34% and 29% for orange and dark pinkrespectively. Lavender
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that fall between April 3 and April 15 are classified as mid-date
Easters. Mid-date Easters are generally good for lily growers
because they afford adequate timefor proper cooling and forcing
without adding a lot of extra time to hold the crop. But,with Easter
fallingon the early end of the mid-date interval, weather conditions
that delay lilydevelopment could be a problem.

Of course no one knows what the weather will bringbetween
October and April so we must plan for a normal schedule and be
ready to make adjustments as needed. Bulb programming should
begin no later than 23 weeks
before Easter or Oct. 25. With

this schedule, lilies should be
ready for sale one week before
Easter. Manywholesalers begin
shipping some lilies two weeks
before Easter. If this is the case
for you, just move your starting
date back one week. Regardless
of finishingdate, start bulb pro
gramming as soon as bulbs
arrive. Typically, bulbs are dug
and shipped between late
September to mid-October and
should arrive at the greenhouse
by mid-October But as with
everything agricultural, the exact timing of these events will be
heavily dependent on weather.

In late Easters, growers have the luxury ofusing the extra time to
increasebud count by manipulating temperature during flower initi
ation. In early Easters, growers are looking to cut corners and rely
on insurance lighting to make up for lostcooling. Forthe 1999 lily
crop there will be no extra time to playwith bud count and no need
for insurance lighting, just enough time to run on schedule.

Begin casecooling bulbs 23 weeks before Easter, andgreenhouse
forcing ofcase-cooled bulbs byweek 17. With pot-cooled bulbs,
plant byweek 23 andallow the full threeweeks inthe greenhouse
for root development before cooling. Once the six-week cooling peri
od is completed, begingreenhouse forcing on week 14.

Use the "1999 Easter Lily Schedule" as a guide for planning the
Easter crop. Final crop height andcrop timing will depend on how
you manage the crop. The following tips, alongwith the 1999 sched
ule, will help you make informedmanagement decisions.

Bulb handling:Bulbmites (Rhizoglyphus robini) have been a
problemin the past and are always present on lily bulbs.Inyears
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when bulbs experience a lot of stress in the field mite problems
tend to be more severe. Control bulb mites by soaking bulbs in
Kelthane(2 oz/10gal.)or Dursban (8 to 16oz/lOOgal) for 30 minutes.

Bulb cooling: Bulbs are programmed by cooling them either in
the case or the pot. Pot-cooling can be done naturally or in a con
trolled temperature cooler (called CTF). Alternatively, commercially
case cooled bulbs can be purchased later in the season. Bulb cool
ing or vernalization must precede flower initiation. The number of
hours bulbs are held at vernalizing temperatures will affect both the

number of days to flower
and bud count. As vernal

ization time increases,
forcing time decreases
and bud count decreases.
The tradeoff for the grow
er involves rapid forcing
at the expense of bud
count!

Easter lilies forced from

pot-cooled bulbs produce
higher bud counts, more
leaves and longer leaves
toward the base of the

stem than do case-cooled

bulbs. For both CTF and

natural cooling, treat
bulbs for bulb mites and

pot immediately. Keep the
potting medium moist so that bulbs perceive the cold. For CTF,
maintain 63*F for three weeks. Makesure bulbs get the full three
weeks so that adequate root development occurs. Good root devel
opment during this period will result in higher bud counts later.

After rooting, pot-cool 'Nellie White' bulbs at 40*F to 45'F for 1000
hours (six weeks). (Note: With 'Ace' no longer available, 'Nellie
White' will be the only cultivar that will be widely available on the
market this year.)

Monitor bulb temperature using several thermometers placed in
the potting medium next to bulbs. Record the temperature each day
and adjust thermostats to maintain optimal temperatures. If lily
shoots emerge in the cooler, provide fluorescent lighting at 10 fc.
DONOTOVER COOL. Start 1000hours of natural pot-cooling once
bulbs are potted. Do not allow bulbs to freeze and do not include
hours above 50*F in the total cooling hours accumulated.

Ifyou case-cool your own bulbs, start sec weeks of cooling (1000
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Table 1: Flower color preference among potential New Guinea impatiens con
sumers. Rating average is the average of the preference rating for 135 survey
respondents andthe percent ofrespondents ranking from 1-3, 4-7 and8-10.
Color Representative Cultivar

[position on display table
G)=left to (10)=Right]

Rating
Average

(1-10)

Respondents
Ranking in Each

Category
1-3 4-7 8-10

Red-violet
Red

Dark Pink

Orange
Lavender

Salmon

White

Light lavender

Pink

Blush

Anguilla (10)
Prepona (7)
Bonaire (3)
Timor (1)
Celebrette

Lavender (8)
Flora (6)
Moorea (5)
Celebration Light
Lavender II (4)
Pot-o-Gold Pink (9)
Samoa (2)

3.3

4.8

5.0

5.0

5.1

5.9

6.2

6.5

6.7

7.4

62

42

29

34

42

16

21

23

4

6

28

36

54

42

28

53

38

33

56

40

9

21

16

23

29

30

40

43

40

53

Substitution 1(solid salmon replaced with bicolor salmon flowers) -
Ratings changed for two flower colors when salmon bicolor flowers replaced
solid salmon in the display. Only colors where significant changes in prefer
ence occurred are listed.

Salmon bicolor

Red

Red-violet

Volcano Orange (6)
Prepona (7)
Anguilla (10)

4.2

3.4

4.3

49

68

45

30

20

40

19

11

14

Substitution 2 (solid lavender replaced with bicolor lavender flowers) -
New Guinea impatiens with lavender bicolor flowers rating higher thansolid
colors and salmon bicolor when substituted for solid lavender colored flow
ers inthe display. Only flower colors where significant changes inpreference
compared to the display with all solid colors are listed.

Lavender bicolor Celebration PurpleStar (8) 3.4 61 29 9
Salmon bicolor Volcano Orange(6) 4.2 49 30 19
Red-violet Anguilla (10) 4.3 45 40 14
Pink Pot-o-Gold Pink(9) 7.5 2 42 56

in the last two years, 35% had not, while 31% did not answer this
question. The age of each potential consumer was correlated with
whether a purchase had been made in the last two years (Table 3).
Survey participants under40wereless likely to havepurchased a
New Guinea impatiensin the last two years than those over 40.
Gender ofsurvey participants was notsignificantly correlated with
purchase inthe last two yearsor with participant age.
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deal of information available on greenhouse and field performance
(Berghage, 1998; Bailey, 1996). Performance evaluations suggest
that there are many cultivars that meet ease of production and
quality standards; thus, the cultivar mix selected from among these
"good" cultivars can be based on other criteria, such as consumer
preference.

To help provide commercial growers some guidance for making
New Guinea impatiens cultivar selections, based in part on con
sumer preference, a survey was conducted in the spring of 1996.
The survey was designed to address three basic questions concern
ing New Guinea color choices.

• What solid flower color(s) do consumers prefer?
• Is there a difference in preference between solid color flowers

and bicolor flowers?

• What leaf color do consumers prefer?

Methodology

Plants wereselected from amongthe 118 New Guinea impatiens
cultivars in the 1996Penn State variety trial to represent the full
range of solid flower colors found in the New Guinea impatiens.
Ten colors were identified (Table 1).

One plant, uniform for size, form, and flower number, of each
color was selected and randomly arranged in a row on a display
table. Survey participants were asked to rank their flower color pref
erence from one (most preferred) to 10(least preferred). Survey
participants were selected from the general public attending the
1996 Memorial Dayfestival in Boalsburg, PA. Over 150potential con
sumers were surveyed resulting in 135surveys with usable
response. For bicolor flowers, consumer preference for different leaf
color combinations was also analyzed (Table 2).Surveyparticipants
were asked to compare all six possible pairs of each of the four
plants, and select the plant they preferred from each pair. Chi
square was used to analyze the results. Survey participants were
also asked their age and gender and whether they had purchased a
NewGuineaimpatiens in the last two years.

Results

The ages ofsurvey participants ranged from eight to 82,with a
mean of48and a medianof49years old. Eighty-four people
responded to the question of age with usable answers, thirteen
responses were not clear and 38 were left blank. Eighteen percent of
the 135 survey participants were male, 59% were female and 23%
did not providegender information. Thirty-three percent of the par
ticipants indicated that they had purchased a New Guinea impatiens
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hours) as soon as the bulbs arrive and DO NOT OVER COOL. Check
the peat used to pack bulbs. It must remain moist for bulbs to per
ceive the cold treatment! As with CTF, cool 'Nellie White' at 40T to
45"F. If u|ing commercially case-cooled bulbs, they should be potted
and in the greenhouse no later than 17 weeks before Easter.

Greenhouse forcing: Greenhouse forcing begins as soon as the
1000 hours ofcooling is complete. If case-cooled bulbs have sprout
ed and the sprouts are long, bulbs can be plantedsideways with the
shoot in the center of the pot. Plant bulbs deep to stimulate stem
roots. Raise bulb temperature to 60*F to 63*F. Do not allow bulb tem
perature to exceed 65*F as some of the cooling effect will be lost.
Insurance lighting shouldnot be required on the 1999 unlessyou
are unable to achieve the full 1000 hours ofcoolingbeforegreen
house forcing is due to begin.

Insurance lighting is used to compensate for insufficient cooling.
Ifyou arrive at week 14with CTF or naturallycooled bulbs, or week
17withcase-cooled bulbs, and have not accumulating the 1000
hours ofcooling needed fornormal greenhouse forcing then youwill
need to use insurance lighting. If insurance lighting is needed, pro
vide one week of lighting for each week of coolingneeded to reach
1000 hours. Do not use more than twoweeks of lighting in compen
sation for lost cooling. Incandescent lighting used for photoperiod
control (10 fc from 10p.m. to 2 a.m. daily) willdo the trick. Be aware
that insurance lighting increases stem stretch so you will need to
take height control measures before lilies become too tall.

Crop timing and forcing temperatures: Begin using the leaf
counting technique to track lily development when bud initiation is
complete. Thiswill allow you to adjust the rate of lily development
by changing temperature. Run lower average daily temperatures if
lilies are ahead of schedule, or higher temperatures ifbehind sched
ule. Begin to assess crop development earlyso that temperature
extremes can be avoided later. Typical leaf unfolding rates vary from
approximately one leaf/dayat 53T to 1.5 leaves/dayat 63*F, two
leaves/day at 72'F and2.5 leaves/day at 82T. Forcing temperatures
between 55'F to 70'F produce the highest quality lilies and are most
fuel efficient.

Uneven greenhouse temperatures produce uneven cropdevelop
ment. Use horizontal air flow to equalize temperatures. Ifa small
group of lilies is slow, a plastic tent over a bench with bottom heat
will keep plants warmerwithout affecting the rest of the crop. Open
the tent ifthe temperature goes above 80*F. Be especially sure to
maintain adequate soil moisture and humidity levels during high
temperature forcing or lily development may stall. Do not attempt to
slow lilydevelopment by withholding water or fertilizer, or poor
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crop quality will result.Donot overwater (i.e., water too frequently)
or root rot problems may occur.

Oncebuds becomevisibleat about 30 days beforesale, you can
use a bud stick to time the crop. From visiblebud to flowering takes
about 30 days at 70T and 35 days at 65*F.

lily storage: Ido not anticipatea need for long periods of cool
storageforthe 1999 crop sinceEaster falls on a moderately early
date. But once again weather will have an influence on this. If neces
sary, lilies can be stored for up to 10 days in the dark at 35*F to 45'F
when buds turn white but beforethey open. Spray with Chipco
26019(4 to 8 oz./25 gal.) or dust lightly with Daconil 2787WP for
Botrytis control during storage. Follow label directions. Water thor
oughly before storage and place in a SHADY location after removal
to avoid excessive wilting.

Leaf yellowing: Lilies held in
cool storage suffer from
reduced post-harvest life com
pared to non-stored lilies. Leaf
yellowing and early flower
senescence are both conse

quences of prolonged cool stor
age. To maximize post-
harvest life, maintain proper
nitrogen fertilization and prop
er spacing during forcing. An
application of 100 ppm Accel or
Promalin to all leaves on the

lower portion of the stem, dur
ing weeks 7 through 5, can be
used to prevent leaf yellowing
in the late stages of production.
For leaf yellowing caused by
cool storage, apply Promalin
two to four weeks before stor

age. Both Accel and Promalin
contain a cocktail of plant
growth regulators - the
cytokinin benzyladenine and
the gibberellic acids GA4 and
GA7. Promalin has 10 times
more GA than Accel, pie GA
compounds are important in
reducing leaf yellowing but

they also cause stem stretch. Therefore, it is important that you
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Consumer Color Preference
in New Guinea Impatiens
R. D. Berghage and D. J. Wolnick

The Pennsylvania State University
Reprinted from

The Minnesota Flower Grower Bulletin. 47(4):10-15

S.\ummary: Potential consumers
were surveyed in the spring of

1996 to gain insight into preferences for flower and leaf color
in New Guinea impatiens. Survey participants indicated a pref
erence for dark, saturated, solid colors and bicolor flowers.
The most preferred solid flower colors were red-violet and red.
The least preferred solid flower colors were pink and blush.
Potential consumers indicated a preference for bicolor flowers
over theirsolid colorcounterparts. Colored leaves werepre
ferred to solid green, and leaves with solid red upper or lower
surfaces were preferred2:1 over variegated foilage.

New Guinea impatiens havebecome oneofthe mostimportant
spring crops for many growers. The wholesale value to USfloricul
ture producers increased 18% from 1994 to 1995, primarily due to
increased production (USDA, 1996). Baskets remain the dominant
product, making up 46% of the total in 1995.

Versatility andvariety are two ofthe reasons for the rapid
increase in production and popularityof this plant since its intro
duction to US floriculture in the 1970s (Banner, W. and M.
Klopmeyer, 1995). Rapid and continuous development ofnewand
improved cultivars have lead to tremendous diversity in flower
color, leaf color, plantsize and growth rate. Many cultivars are avail
ablethat perform well in eithersmall or large containers, baskets,
or outdoor flower beds (Berghage, 1996).

In thespring of 1996, we grew 118 cultivars of New Guinea impa
tiens in the greenhouses at Penn State for greenhouse and field eval
uations. Plants were grown in four-inch potsand ineight-inch hang
ing baskets. While 118 is a large number ofcultivars inone place, it
by no means includes all the cultivars on the market. Yet, with that
manycultivars in one greenhouse, it became rapidly clear that com
mercial growers face a bewildering choice ofcultivars. Ease ofpro
duction and plant quality areclearly important criteria for growers
to use inselecting cultivars (Staby et. al., 1979), and thereis a great
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